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WHUT IZZIT?
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by Bernard Levine
www.knife-expert.com
We know a little bit about a lot of knife
brands. We know a lot about a few knife
brands. But there are some knife brands that
remain mysteries, despite years of collecting
and research.
One brand that has long remained a mystery (to me, anyway) is WALTCO SAF-TSHEATH. These knives are clearly but incompletely marked. The blades say WALTCO/ SAFT-SHEATH// MADE IN U.S.A.
- pretty sloppy, actually. But the butterfly-type
design is safe and sturdy. Even without the
Waltco spring latch, merely holding the handles tightly prevents the blade from closing, no
matter how much pressure is applied.
And there they sit, thumbing their noses at
us, daring us to discover whence they came.
I have seen several ads over the years, ads
even more colorful than the red-handled
knives, but these were retailer and premium
ads, telling the consumer where he might
acquire a WALTCO SAF-T-SHEATH knife, not
where they were made. Nearby is a colorful
premium ad, comic book style, offering a free
Pocket Woodsman model SAF-T-SHEATH
knife to any boy who sold four subscriptions to
Hunting and Fishing Magazine. It dates from
1949.
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My first clue to their origin came from an
example offered for sale in 2010, complete with
its original flimsy cardboard box. Printed on
the edge it says, MFD BY WALTCO PRODUCTS, CHICAGO (9) ILL.
A better clue, unambiguous, was a 1949
Outdoor Life magazine ad recently offered on
eBay. It is Waltco’s own ad, introducing its new
knives to the market. The company’s address
was 2300 West 49th Street, Chicago 9 -- just
south of the stockyards.
Waltco was already manufacturing fishing
tackle in Chicago by that time, its own designs,
and very successful. Its signature product was
the StubCaster, a short springy rod that packed
easily and caught fish. It was 21 inches long,
breaking down to 14 inches for travel. It was
later joined by the LongCaster, exactly twice as
long. StubCaster sales exceeded a quarter million in the year 1948, at $5.95 retail.

The cast aluminum alloy handle says in
relief SAF-T-SHEATH OUTDOOR KNIFE/ A
WALTCO PRODUCT.

Waltco knives are relatively common. They
are butterfly type knives that were made in the
USA. There are two patterns, as far as I have
seen: the Pocket Fisherman, and the Pocket
Woodsman. Their fit and finish is not the best -

Having that Chicago address allowed me to
confirm my suspicion about a certain design
patent. It is number D154,482. Emil H. Hill of
Chicago applied for it December 12, 1946. The
patent issued two and a half years later, July
12, 1949. It protected the design of the Waltco
Pocket Fisherman for a term of 14 years. A
salient feature of the design is the hooked tip of
the blade, which looks as though it would function as a gutting hook, and possibly as a gaff.
There are still mysteries surrounding the
WALTCO knives. What is Waltco short for?
Who founded and ran the company. What was
the role of Emil Hill there? Did he also design
the Pocket Woodsman knife? If you know the
answers to any of these questions, please send
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Please send me an email to
brlevine@ix.netcom.com
or mail paper correspondence to Whut Izzit,
c/o Knife World, Box 3395, Knoxville TN 37927.
Be sure to enclose either an email address, or a
long self-addressed stamped envelope with
your letter, and also a flatbed scan, photocopy,
or photograph (taken on plain LIGHT GRAY or
WHITE background please) of your knife. Do
not write directly on the picture. Indicate the
knife’s handle material and its length (length
CLOSED if it is a folder). Make enlarged
images of all markings and indicate where they
appear. Because of the large backlog, it usually
takes me at least six months to answer a letter
to the column.

them in. And if you have other patterns of
Waltco knives, please send in pictures.
Emil Hill’s 1949 design patent disclosed four
patents for knives that you are likely to recognize. First, and most recent then, was the
February 1945 design for Ezra Waterman’s
EGW fishing knife.
Then came John Brown Francis Champlin’s
utility patent, issued on D Day - June 6, 1944 which defined the distinctive construction of
the Cattataugus 225Q Army Quartermaster

knife (Patent Applied For April 6, 1943).
Before that, from 1925, was Manuel
Hickman’s San Juan, Texas, pantograph knife.
And then from back in 1880, was Edmund
Jansen’s Solingen butterfly knife, assigned to
Bontgen & Sabin, who called in the “Springless
Marvel.”
*
As always I am happy to be corrected when
I am wrong. Otherwise I would never learn
anything. If you catch me in an error, please do
me the favor of letting me know. Just be sure of
your facts before you do.

